




Survey on the performance of uncoated weathering steel bridges in Nagasaki Prefecture 
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ABSTRACT In recent years， many uncoated weathering steel bridges have been 
constructed， but the performance of the bridges is not sufficiently grasped because 
comprehensive survey has not been carried out. In this study， 47 weathering steel 
bridges in Nagasaki Prefecture were surveyed and the results were inputted into the 
newly developed database. By using the database， correlation between the rust 
generation situation and surveyed items was examined. The authors also tried to 
clarify the cause of bad rust generation for some bridges. 
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平均気温CC) 日照時間(時間) 降水量(凹) 平均相対湿度(%) I 
長崎 17.5 1870.3 
佐世保 17.3 1905.6 
諌早
大村 17.2 
島原 17.7 2081.2 
松浦 16.3 1610.9 
東尽 16.7 1990 
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